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A Very Proper Enthusiasm

Kev Reynolds

... the linguistic excess may be pardoned for his very proper enthusiasm.
(Francis Keenlyside, reviewing'Mountains of the Pyrenees', AJ 89)

A love of mountains needs no excuse and no excusing. It comes unbidden and
grows in strength with the years; a joyful passion that time cannot stale, nor
familiarity subdue. A love that encompasses mountains whatever their form,
wherever they may be found, be they sprouting above the clouds of the far
Himalaya, rolling whale-like in damp Cumbrian mists or burning under an
African sun. Heights above the horizon, they inhabit the dreams of lowland man
and demand a regular return for satisfactions on their cliffs and ridges, their
shadowed gullies and their soft green valleys.'

Some of us, shrugging off the ties ofconvention like June snow, travel the globe
to exercise that passion on the highest of peaks or among the most inaccessible
summits of them all. Some remain contentedly devouring all the challenges to be
found on our own modest mountains. Yet more make their annual pilgrimage to
the Alps where after a century and more of activity the charisma of those
snow-laden heights remains for many untarnished even by the cats' cradles of
cableways and the crowns of revolving restaurants. Some there are who find
solitude and challenge soaring on Arctic granite, while others of us find ourselves
drawn again and again to those mountains of light in whose tranquil tarns and
upon whose naked aretes the sun beams its southern benevolence: the Pyrenees.

When first seen in the soft light of a summer dawn, the gentle foothills exuded
an aura of peace as they folded one against another into the mist of a Spanish
morning. But I was off then to other peaks, my mind only temporarily seduced
from anticipation of the far-off Atlas, and when we returned from those arid
African landscapes, the Pyrenees remained anonymous behind billowing clouds
of torrential rain. Only their anonymity was enticing.

They enticed and teased me again the following year when, stormed out of the
Alps, I reached Carcassonne in the early evening of a delectable summer's day.
There I stood alone on the ramparts of that ancient walled city with swifts
screeching and wheeling about me, and saw on the distant horizon, stretched taut
beneath a blazing sky, the rise and fall ofpurple hills leading the eye to the hint
no more than that - of bigger mountains. But again they were to elude me, for
there I ran out of both time and money and returned home, unsatisfied.

It may well be that this teasing seduction by the Pyrenees left a mark in my
subconscious, for when next I set off for a personal discovery of their peaks and
valleys I found slopes ripe for avalanche, and storms exploding too often to allow
much to be achieved. But I limped home with memories of rock faces appearing
through a sudden rent in the clouds, of valleys lush with flowers and streams
racing everywhere; sufficient to demand another return. Strikes throughout
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France effectively put paid to the next planned visit, and instead we made a
devious route to the Alps where, even if the weather was a poor host, at least we
knew what might be achieved, even had we not already spent some of our best
years there.

At home, searching the library shelves for information about this frontier range
was almost as tantalising as the initial visits had proved to be. There was Russell,
back in the romantic pioneering years of the last century, lavishly colouring his
mountains with a delightful prose. But could he be trusted? A man who blasted
caves in the Vignemale in order to spend weeks glorying in its beauty; a man who
had himself buried upon the summit to experience the silent witness of night at
high altitude - could he be trusted to reveal the true Pyrenees? Then there was
Packe with his erudite guide giving details of barometric pressure and spattering
his routes with botanical asides. Packe, that dry, authoritative plodder - 'the
Tyndall of the Pyrenees' - who mapped the mountains and explored almost
everywhere in the company of his two dogs. He offered wisdom, knowledge,
scientific data. But it lacked sparks. Together with Russell they knew all there
was to know about the Pyrenees, but they were, perhaps, rather heavily biased
and I looked elsewhere. I learned then of Ramond, exploring as an escape from
the terrors of life in Revolutionary Paris. I learned of the whirlwind journey and
inspired scrambles of the young poet, Alfred Tonnelle; of the adventures ofHenri
Brulle with his guide, Celestin Passet, making the audacious first ascent of the
Couloir de Gaube in 1889. But in so many instances I was left with characters in
action upon unknown mountains. The peaks themselves remained in shadow.
Dark shapes that walled green valleys.

It was then that I stumbled upon Claud Schuster who gave another view. In
1913 he deserted his beloved Alps for a journey among the Pyrenees, and his
account, published in 'Men, Women and Mountains', managed to convey a sense of
the warmth and colour of those southern valleys, of their isolation, their 'other
worldliness' and the heights that rose from them in green slope and crumbling
couloir, their slender snows and shallow, windswept cols, and the dramatic
contrasts to be experienced from one side of the watershed to the other. I read
entranced by his liquid prose and was not put off by his admission that his heart
still lay in the Alps, even as he wandered the Pyrenees. Yet in honesty he said:
'But the Pyrenees are not Alpine valleys and perhaps it is in seeming to force a
comparison that the French valleys fail to satisfy.'

Comparison between mountain ranges, or between one mountain and another,
is bound to lead to dissatisfaction, and I soon discovered there is no point in going
to the Pyrenees for what is not there. They are not the Alps; they are indeed
mountains of another order. If the climber seeks snow and ice, let him avoid this
range, other than in winter. If he wants alpine-style villages offering comfort,
entertainment and a climb on the doorstep, let him go to the Valais. Ifhe wants to

gaze direct from the car at majestic spires rising out of the greenwoods, point him
to the Dolomites. For the Pyrenees are bound to breed disenchantment.

Here, though, is a range of middle mountains with empty valleys. Here is
country that will best repay the man with a full rucksack who deserts the
inhabited lower vales and heads into the heartland to be at peace with a wilderness
no less real for it being little more than 24 hours from London. Here, being
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tempted and drawn from one valley-system to another, from one peak to another,
from one high port to the next, I was to discover a landscape of a thousand tarns
bestowing in blue-mirror sheen a thousand inverted landscapes. I was to reel,
time and again, heady with the fragrance of Europe's finest flower garden; was to
share crystal streams in lost cupped meadows with shy isard, the chamois of the
range. Day upon day I scrambled on peaks that remain no more than points upon
the map, yet live brilliantly in memory years after, though unremarked in the
journals or the guide books. Out there a climber may exercise all his commitment
beyond the gaze ofothers and know the secret joys the pioneers experienced long,
long ago.

Grabbing a day's action from a morning that dawned without favour, where
damp mists brushed along our valley in squalls ofnight-spawned vapour, we once
emerged from the clouds to see for the first time the peak upon which we had
already spent several hours, and were enticed along extending ridges that
stretched towards Andorra with France on one side hidden beneath an unbroken
cloud-sea, while Spain to our right basked in sunshine. One summit led to
another, cairnless, nameless, just spot-heights on the map. Tarns below jewelled
the slopes of rust-coloured scree. Handholds 'crumbled beneath our fingers and
added their dust to the gullies plunging to those same screes. Buzzards circled
lazily above; lichens cushioned our resting places; there was a droning silence
electrifying the air. There was no-one in our vision, nothing man-made in all our
horizons, no scars of use or misuse, no sound to disturb nature's chorus of peace.
It was a world all our own. Twenty-four hours from London.

On another day we swung down the clattering crags of Posets and reached our
tent pitched beside the swirl of the Estos stream in late afternoon as the first of the
herds were led down from summer pasture. We washed in the streams as the cows
lumbered past. We cooked our meal in the dying glow of sunset as the cows
continued to their journey down-valley. And we slept with cowbells in our ears,
waking in the chill of early morning as the last of the herds wandered past. For
some eight hours a non-stop traffic of cows and calves had processed along the
valley - we never did discover where they had come from, where they had been
pasturing all summer!

We had the Enchanted Mountains to ourselves, too. The Sierra de los
Encantados, a fine name to conjure with. Black tarns, dark woods and grey
jutting peaks. Now a National Park with a surfaced road littered with Spanish
picnic parties, it once had quiet paths to share with a barely-seen, but oft-felt
wildlife. We laboured among the dripping woods and found the Encantados
burdened with protective mists. The mists kept it free from other climbers, but at
its ankles several isard picked delicately across a funnel of old snow. We took to
the long gash of the central gully which effectively made the peak a pair, and
forged our way into the mists. Up there Robin Fedden once climbed and spun a
tale worth reading in 'The Enchanted Mountains'. He hinted at dry rock. We had
grease, and finally snow near the summit. He slept out and felt the earth spinning.
We descended to our tent in the rain. Each to his own experience; only the
mountain showed a lack of concern.

Across a wild stretch of countryside beckoned the Agulles d'Amitges, near
neighbours to the enchanted ones. More black tarns, more grey peaks like fence
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posts, but no woods here. A short morning's scramble gave a grandstand view of
Spanish tyros competing in good-natured rivalry on the slabs of the peak next
door; but it somehow seemed foreign to the Pyrenees, this sharing peaks with
others, this surprise of wandering through a one-time wilderness with the
knowledge that others were not so far away. So we moved on and found a land of
granite half-circled with high ridges where we could scramble forever in splendid
isolation. Genesis country, it was, barely settled since Earth grew cool, for
vegetation had made little impact other than the swirls and blotches of primitive
lichens here and there on boulders as big as prefabs. We discovered pools fed by
springs chill enough to inspire toothache with the first sip. Cradled by banks of
snow and ice, deserted and lost in the glory of an unmarked world. And having
reached our summit for the day we stretched in the sun upon the granite mattress
and gaz~d at all the world spread beneath. Out there were sharp aiguilles. Out
there were broad-topped peaks with faces drawing shadow, casting darkened
shapes over grassy acres contrasting our bleak, yet delightful, belvedere. We
counted the tarns within the compass ofour horizon, and vowed to return another
year to explore their banks.

And so we did.
In so doing we discovered more wilderness corners, more patches lost to

civilisation, more tarns and cols and peaklets, more streams and cascades and
gullies and faces, more soft-turf pitches for the tent, more causes to be thankful
for the gift of life. Wandering through an afternoon of magic, with pools dotted
among the white granite corrugations that hindered our way, we came to the head
of a sparkling tarn to find autumn colouring the grass that was shorn only by the
limitations of altitude. There we unburdened ourselves of rucksacks and gave
ourselves to the day and to the scene. Moments there are in life that live in
simplicity and grace, and this was one. For several hours the moment lasted as I
absorbed in every pore the untarnished miracle of the land about us: white granite
mountains, blue limpid tarns, a stream that gurgled its pleasure, the frogs that
plopped into the water, the breeze that came without threat. The peace of a world
denied the adornments of man's progress from the cave.

In responding to the siren lure of such places for more than a quarter of a
century it becomes clear that life is a gift too precious by far to be squandered, and
a world as yet unmarked by man is rare enough today to be guarded with the
fervour of love. In the mountains, where such sanctuaries may still be discovered,
we who have succumbed to their call may be thankful that expression ofthat love
needs no excuse and no excusing.
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